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METHOD AND SYSTEM FOR ENHANCED PARAMETER

NEGOTIATION IN EVDO COMMUNICATION SYSTEMS

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

1. Field of the Invention

The present invention relates generally to EVolution-Data Optimized

(EVDO) and its evolved communication systems, and in particular, to a system

and method for reducing parameter negotiation cycles in EVDO which uses

Generic Configuration Protocol to negotiate session parameters (attributes).

2. Description of the Related Art

The EVDO communication system consists of several protocols and

applications that define the procedures to be followed by the Access Network

(AN) and the Access Terminal (AT) to communicate with each other. Each

protocol/application has several subtypes, wherein a subtype defines a distinct

procedure to be used for the operation of that protocol/application. Each subtype

contains several configurable attributes which govern its operation. The EVDO

communication system is a procedure for negotiating and configuring the

protocol/application subtypes and their corresponding attributes between the AT

and AN. Configuration Request and Configuration Response messages are

exchanged between the AT and AN, according to the generic configuration

protocol, to negotiate protocol/application subtypes and their corresponding

attributes.

The set of negotiated and configured protocol/application subtypes and the

corresponding attributes constitutes an EVDO session. In other words, an EVDO

session refers to a shared state between the AT and the AN. This shared state

stores the protocols/applications and the protocol/application configurations that

were negotiated and are used for communications between the AT and the AN.

Session Configuration Protocol (SCP) defines the procedure to negotiate and

configure multiple EVDO sessions.

During the session negotiation, protocols/applications use a Configuration

Request message and a Configuration Response message to negotiate a mutually



acceptable configuration. The initiator uses the Configuration Request message to

provide the responder with a list of acceptable attribute values for each attribute.

The responder uses the Configuration Response message to provide the initiator

with the accepted attribute value for each attribute, choosing the accepted

attribute value from the initiator's acceptable attribute value list. If none of the

values received in the attribute list for an attribute are acceptable, then the

responder will not sent any value for this attribute in the Configuration Response

message. Both the AT and AN will continue to use the fall-back or default value

for this attribute. The attribute negotiation between AT and AN is performed for

various protocols and applications in the following two stages: Stage 1, which is

an AT initiated parameter negotiation; and Stage 2, which is an AN initiated

parameter negotiation.

The format of the Configuration Request and Configuration Response

message used by the AT and AN during the parameter negotiation is shown in

Figure 1.

The descriptions of the fields of Configuration Request and Configuration

Response message are as follows:

MessagelD: The sender sets this field to 0x50 for Configuration Request

Message. The sender sets this field to 0x5 1 for Configuration Response Message.

TransactionID: The sender increments this value for each new

ConfigurationRequest message sent. The sender sets this value to the

TransactionID field of the corresponding ConfigurationRequest message while

sending Configuration Response message.

AttributeRecord: The attribute record defines a set of suggested values for a

given attribute. The attribute record format is defined, such that if the recipient

does not recognize the attribute, it can discard it and parse attribute records that

follow this record. An attribute is one of the following three types: A Simple

attribute, which contains a single value, an Attribute list, which contains multiple

single values that are interpreted as different suggested values for the same



attribute identifier, or a Complex attribute, which contains multiple values that

together form a complex value for a particular attribute identifier

Simple attributes are a special type of attribute list containing a single value. The

type of the attribute is determined by the attribute identifier.

The sender of a ConfigurationResponse message selects an attribute-value

from a ConfigurationRequest message by sending the attribute value if it is a

simple attribute or a selected value out of an attribute list. Selection of complex-

attributes is performed by sending the value identifier which identifies the

complex value. If none of the values received in the attribute list for an attribute

are acceptable, then the responder will not send any value for this attribute in the

Configuration Response message.

The format of a simple attribute and complex attribute is shown in Figure

2.

The descriptions of the fields of attribute record are as follows:

Simple Attribute Record:

Length: Length in octets of the attribute record, excluding the Length field.

AttributelD: Attribute identifiers are unique in the context of the protocol

being configured.

AttributeValue: A suggested value for the attribute. Attribute value

lengths are, in general, an integer number of octets. Attribute values have an

explicit or implicit length indication (e.g., fixed length or null terminated strings)

so that the recipient can successfully parse the record when more than one value

is provided.

Reserved: The length of this field is the smallest value that will make the

attribute record octet aligned. The sender sets this field to zero, while the receiver

ignores this field.

Complex Attribute Record:

Length: Length in octets of the attribute record, excluding the Length field.



AttributelD: Attribute identifiers are unique in the context of the protocol

being configured.

ValuelD: It identifies the set of attribute values following this field. The

sender increments this field for each new set of values for this complex attribute.

AttributeValue: A suggested value for the attribute. Attribute value

lengths are in general an integer number of octets. Attribute values have an

explicit or implicit length indication (e.g., fixed length or null terminated strings)

so that the recipient can successfully parse the record when more than one value

is provided.

Reserved: The length of this field is the smallest value that will make the

attribute record octet aligned. The sender sets this field to zero, while the receiver

ignores this field.

Limitations

In the AT initiated parameter negotiation, while sending ConfigurationResponse

message, the AN has to select an attribute-value for an attribute ID from a

ConfigurationRequest message received from the AT, by sending the selected

attribute value from the received attribute list corresponding to the attribute ID. If

the values received in the attribute list for an attribute ID are not acceptable, then

the following occurs:

The AN has to send a configuration response message without any selected value

for the attribute ID. Also, the AN is not allowed to send any other attribute value

(other than the values received in the attribute list) which it supports for the

attribute ID. This will trigger an initiation of configuration of the same attribute

ID in AN initiated parameter negotiation leading to increase in session

negotiation time.

1. In the AN initiated parameter negotiation while sending

ConfigurationResponse message, the AT has to select an attribute-value for an

attribute ID from a ConfigurationRequest message received from the AT, by

sending the selected attribute value from the received attribute list corresponding

to the attribute ID. If the values received in the attribute list for an attribute ID are

not acceptable, then the following occurs:



The AT has to send a configuration response message without any selected value

for the attribute ID. Also, the AT is not allowed to send any other attribute value

(other than the values received in the attribute list) which it supports for the

attribute ID.

This may trigger a new session negotiation cycle leading to an increase in

session negotiation time if the AT needs to negotiate any attributes as a result of

some attribute value change in the AN initiated state.

Accordingly, there is need in the art for techniques that allow the

responder (sender of Configuration Response message) to send its preferred value

to the initiator (sender of Configuration Request message), if the responder' s

preferred value is not received in the Configuration Request message and is

allowed to do so.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

An aspect of the present invention is to a technique for enhanced

parameter negotiation in Evolution-Data Optimized (EVDO) communication

systems.

For EVDO systems that use Generic Configuration Protocol to negotiate

session parameters or session attributes, a technique is described that reduces the

number of parameter negotiation cycles involved during the session configuration

process. A new field, 'AlternateValueAllowed' is added in the attribute record.

The Configuration Request message sent by the initiator allows the Configuration

Response message responder to send the responder' s preferred attribute value to

the initiator, when the Configuration Request message does not contain the

preferred attribute value of the responder. Such a modified attribute record

structure obviates the need for multiple attribute negotiation cycles, and therefore

saves session negotiation time.

Accordingly, the present invention discloses a method for enhanced

parameter negotiation in EVDO communication systems, including adding a new

field, 'AlternateValueAllowed' in attribute record wherein a Configuration



Request message sent by an initiator allows a Configuration Response message

responder to send the responder's preferred attribute value to the initiator, if a

Configuration Request message does not contain the preferred attribute value of

the responder.

The present invention discloses a system for enhanced parameter negotiation in

EVDO communication systems, including a modified attribute record allowing a

responder to send a new attribute value which the responder supports for an

attribute ID, and an initiator allowing the responder to send a new attribute value

other than those received in the attribute list, which the responder and initiator

supports for the attribute ID.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

The foregoing and other objects, features and advantages of the present

invention will become more readily apparent from the detailed description taken

in conjunction with the following drawings, in which:

Figure 1illustrates a conventional message structure for configuration

request/response;

Figure 2illustrates a conventional attribute record structure for simple and

complex attributes; and

Figure 3 illustrates an attribute record structure according to the present

invention

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED EMBODIMENTS

The preferred embodiments of the present invention will now be

explained with reference to the accompanying drawings. It should be understood

however that the disclosed embodiments are merely preferred, and may be

embodied in various forms. The following description and drawings are not to be

construed as limiting the invention and numerous specific details are described to

provide a thorough understanding of the present invention, as the basis for the

claims and for teaching one skilled in the art how to make and/or use the



invention. However in certain instances, well-known or conventional details are

not described for the sake of clarity and conciseness.

In the present invention, the following terms are used:

Access Network (AN): The network equipment which provides data

connectivity between a packet switched data network (typically the Internet) and

the access terminals

Access Terminal (AT): A device providing data connectivity to a user. An

access terminal may be connected to a computing device such as a laptop

personal computer or it may be a self-contained data device such as a personal

digital assistant. An access terminal is equivalent to a mobile station.

EV-DO: CDMA2000 Ix EVolution-Data Optimized system.

The attribute record for simple and complex attribute is modified such that

the initiator (sender of Configuration Request message) allows the responder

(sender of Configuration Response message) to send its' preferred value to the

initiator if the responder' s preferred value is not received in the Configuration

Request message. A new field 'AlternateValueAllowed' is added in both the

simple and complex attribute record. The new attribute records are as illustrated

in Figure 3.

The new field 'AlternateValueAllowed' is interpreted as follows:

If the AlternateValueAllowed bit is set to T , and if the responder accepts an

attribute value from a list of attribute values received in the Configuration

Request message, then it sends selected attribute value or corresponding Value

ID (for complex attribute) in the Configuration Response message.

However, if the AlternateValueAllowed bit is set to ' 1', and if the responder does

not accept any attribute value from a list of attribute values received in the

Configuration Request message, then it sends a Configuration Response message

with any other attribute value that the responder prefers for that attribute ID (for



Simple attribute). The attribute value sent should be within the initiator's

capability. Or, it sends a Configuration Response message with a reserved

ValueID and any other attribute value that the responder prefers for that attribute

ID (for complex attribute). The attribute value sent should be within the initiator's

capability.

The responder sends the Configuration Response message with an attribute value

that the responder prefers for that attribute ID when no attribute values are

received in the Configuration Request message (for simple attribute), or with a

reserved ValueID and an attribute value that the responder prefers for that

attribute ID when no attribute values are received in the Configuration Request

message (for complex attribute).

The initiator has to accept any value (other than the values proposed by the

initiator) sent by the responder.

If the AlternateValueAllowed bit is set to '0', and if the responder accepts an

attribute value from the list of attribute values received in the Configuration

Request message, then the responder sends selected attribute value (for simple

attribute) or corresponding Value ID (for complex attribute) in the Configuration

Response message.

However, If the AlternateValueAllowed bit is set to O', and if the

responder does not accept any attribute value from the list of attribute values

received in the Configuration Request message, then the responder sends a

Configuration Response message by not including that attribute ID.

At least the following advantages are realized in the present invention.

First, the modified attribute records allow the responder to send a new

attribute value which it supports for the attribute ID (other than those received in

attribute list).

Second, the initiator can allow the responder to send a new attribute value

(other than those received in attribute list), which the responder and initiator

supports for the attribute ID.



Third, the modified attribute records avoids multiples rounds (once initiated

by the AT and another initiated by the AN) of attribute negotiation for the same

attribute.

Fourth, the modified attribute record reduces session negotiation time.

The manner and process of making and using the present invention has

been provided in such a full, clear, concise and exact terms as to enable to any

person skilled in the art to which it pertains to make and use this invention. New

embodiments in particular, which also lie within the scope of the invention can be

created, in which different details of the different examples can in a purposeful

way be combined with one another.

This invention is modifiable, and alternate constructions from that

disclosed above which are fully equivalent may be provided. Consequently, it is

not the intention to limit this invention to the particular embodiment disclosed.

On the contrary, the intention is to cover all modifications and alternate

constructions coming within the spirit and scope of the invention as generally

expressed by the following claims.



WHAT IS CLAIMED IS:

1. A method for enhanced parameter negotiation in an EVolution-Data

Optimized (EVDO) communication systems, comprising

adding an AlternateValueAllowed field in an attribute record,

wherein a Configuration Request message sent by an initiator allows a

Configuration Response message responder to send the responder's preferred

attribute value to the initiator, if the Configuration Request message does not

include the preferred attribute value of the responder.

2. The method according to Claim 1, wherein if a bit for the

AlternateValueAllowed field is set to 1 and the responder accepts an attribute

value from a list of attribute values received in the Configuration Request

message, then a selected attribute value that is a corresponding Value IDentifier

(ID) for a complex attribute is sent in the Configuration Response message.

3. The method according to Claim 1, wherein if a bit for the

AlternateValueAllowed field is set to 1 and if the responder does not accept any

attribute value from a list of attribute values received in the Configuration

Request message, then the responder sends a configuration Response message

with any other attribute value for a Simple attribute that responder prefers.

4. The method according to Claim 1 wherein if a bit for the

AlternateValueAllowed field is set to 1 and if the responder does not accept any

attribute value from a list of attribute values received in the Configuration

Request message, then a configuration Response message with a reserved Value

Identifier (ID) and any other attribute value for a complex attribute ID that

responder prefers.

5. The method according to Claim 1, wherein if a bit for the

AlternateValueAllowed field is set to 1, then the responder sends a Configuration

Response message with an attribute value that the responder prefers when no

attribute values are received in the Configuration Request message for a simple

attribute.



6. The method according to Claim 1, wherein if a bit for the

AlternateValueAllowed field is set to 1, then the responder sends a Configuration

Response message with an attribute Identifier that is a reserved Value ID and an

attribute value that the responder prefers for the attribute ID when no attribute

values are received in the Configuration Request message for a complex attribute.

7. The method according to Claim 1, wherein if a bit for the

AlternateValueAllowed field is set to 1, the initiator accepts any value sent by the

responder.

8. The method according to Claim 1, wherein if a bit for the

AlternateValueAllowed field is set to 0, and if the responder accepts an attribute

value from the list of attribute values received in the Configuration Request

message, then the responder sends a selected attribute value for a simple attribute

or a corresponding Value Identifier (ID) for a complex attribute in the

Configuration Response message.

9. The method according to Claim 1, wherein if a bit for the

AlternateValueAllowed field is set to 0, and if the responder does not accept any

attribute value from the list of attribute values received in the Configuration

Request message, then the responder sends a Configuration Response message by

not including the attribute value.

10. A system for enhanced parameter negotiation in an EVolution-Data

Optimized (EVDO) communication system, comprising:

a modified attribute record for allowing a responder to send a new

attribute value which the responder supports for an attribute IDentifier (ID) ; and

an initiator for allowing the responder to send a new attribute value other

than those received in attribute list, which the responder and initiator supports for

the attribute ID.
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